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Different types of text structures

The text structure refers to how information is sorted in written text. This strategy helps students understand that a text can present a key idea and detail; a cause and then its effects; and/or different views of a topic. Teaching students to recognize common text structures can help students track their understanding. Instructors can use this strategy with a
whole class, small group, or individual. Students learn how to identify and analyze text structures that help students navigate the different structures presented in nonfiction and fiction. Follow-up, which requires students to write paragraphs according to common text structures that help students recognize these text structures when they are reading. To create
the strategic teachers the text structure should:To use the teacher strategic structure text should:Other examples of text structure strategy can be found using the following links: Dickson, S. V., Simmons, D.C., &amp; Kameenui, E. J. (1995). Organizing the text and its relationship with reading comprehend: A synthesizer of studies. Eugene, OR: National
Center for improving the tools of educators. Retrieved March 26, 2008, ncite/documents/techrep/tech17.html Dymock, S. (2005). Expository teaching text cognitive structure. Reading teacher, 59(2), 177-181. Simonsen, S. (1996). Identify and teach text structure in regional content classrooms. In D. Lapp, J. Flood, &amp; N. Farnan (Eds.), Content Area
reading and Learning: Instructional Strategies (2nd edition). Needham Heights, MA: Allyn and Bacon. To continue enjoying our website, we ask that you confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you so much for your cooperation. You know, like buildings, texts - especially informing and nonfiction texts - must have sound structures, otherwise they will
fall. Do you feel me? Yes, let's get started. Let's go!\r\rWhen you read the information text,\rYou'll see the template the way it's written, oh yes.\rThere are five main structures you can check.\r Find the structure, and they get less complicated.\rLet's flex and break all year.\rFollow me, Mastermind text structure.\rThis the first text structure called description.\rIt
describes its subject and characteristics.\rYou will see as and for example, \rAnd details and antholycies, as in this template:\rThe famous tilt of Pisa \rIs is located in Italy. Mamma mia!\rIt is higher than 180 feet,\rTilted four degrees as it begins to fall That's the description. The author describes\rThe tower, so you have the image in your mind.\rNow, this peep,
the structure is called the order;\rIt for events from the most recent way back.\r Construction began in 1173,\rBut it was stopped when the war was decreed.\rBuilding stopped for a while, then resumed \rMany years later in 1272. \rSequence contains dates and words:\r Next, then, before, before, second and third. \rCause and effect is another way to
organize.\rIt when the author says what happened and why.\r Soft soil makes the tower resolve unevenly.\rAs a result, it tilts increasingly.\rBuilders tried to balance it with multiple floors, \ rBut due to the extra weight, it leaned more! \rWords as because, since, if, then, do\rMean a cause and effect is coming right to you.\r\rIn the text, I find the description,\rIf
we find the order, cause and effect.\r We can compare and contrast all day, all day.\rThere is a problem and solution, I bet.\r(2x)\r\rIf you hear the hook , you know,\rThere are two other text structures to go.\rSometimes an author introduces a problem,\rAnd then explains how someone solved it.\r Tower tilts more with each passing century.\rThe inclination
increases by more than five degrees.\rDay people fear it will collapse into rubble. \rNow, we know the problem, what is the solution?\rThe earth has been removed from under the monument,\rAnd weight has been added to balance its top.\rThe repair lean, at least a little. \rThat is the problem and the solution, not a puzzle, kid.\r Just find out for related
words:\r Words, questions, problems, solutions and solutions. I have another text, you do not need to ask.\rAnd its text structure? Compare and contrast,\rIt explains how things are different and the same With bold words I'm about to say.\rThe construction tower of Pisa\rAnd the Washington Monument saw disruption.\rThe Washington Monument, named
after george,\rHad building pause for the Civil War.\rLike the Leaning Tower , it takes years to complete,\rBut the purpose of the buildings is different.\rOne was erected as a church bell tower ,\r While the other honored one founding father. \rThere we compare two different towers.\rIt's five text structures in a 16th of an hour!\r\rIn the text, I found the
description,\rI find the order, cause and effect.\r We can compare and contrast all day, all day.\rThere is a problem and solution, I bet.\r(2x) ,lyrics_no_html:You know, like buildings, \u2014 texts especially information and nonfiction texts \u2014 must have a sound structure, otherwise they will fall. Do you feel me? Yes, let's get started. Let's go! When you
read informational\u00a0text, You will see the template the way it is written, oh yes. There are five main structures you can inspect. Find structures, and they become less complicated. Let's bend and break all year. In my line, the mastermind of the text structure. This first text structure is called a description. It describes its theme and characteristics. You'll
see \like\ and \for example,\And the details and antholyst, as in this template:\The famous Leaning Tower of PisaIs is located in Italy.\ Mamma mia!\It is higher than 180 feet, Tilting four degrees as it begins to fall.\That is described. The author describes the Tower, so there are pictures in your mind. Now, this peep, the structure is called the order; It gives the
event from the most recent way back. \Construction began in 1173, but it was discontinued when war was enacted. Construction stops for a while, then resumes Many years later in 1272.\The order contains dates and words:\Next,\ \then,\ \first,\ \first,\ \second\ and \third.\Cause and effect is another way to organize. That's when the author said what happened
and why. \Soft soil makes the tower unevenly settled. As a result, it tilts more and more. The builders tried to balance it with more floors, but due to the extra weight, it leaned more!\Words like \because,\ \since,\ \if,\ \then,\ \do\Means a cause and effect is coming right to you. In the text I found the description , I found the order, cause and effect. We can
compare and compare all day, all day. There is a problem and solution, I bet. (2x) If you hear hooks, you know, There are two other text structures to go. Sometimes an author introduces a problem,And then explains how someone solved it. \The tower tilts more with each passing century. The inclination increases to more than five degrees. People fear it will
collapse into rubble.\Now, we know the problem, what is the solution?\The Earth has been removed from under the monument,And the weight has been added to its top balance. They fix lean, at least a little.\That's the problem and the solution, not a puzzle, kid. Just look out for related words:\Since,\ \question,\ \problem,\ \solution\ and \resolved.\ I received
another text, you do not need to ask. And its text structure? Compare and contrast , It explains how things are different and the same With bold words I'm about to say.\ Both towers of Pisa constructionAnd Washington monuments have seen disruption. The Washington Monument, named after George, built a pause for the Civil War. Like tilt towers, it takes
years to complete, But the purpose of the buildings is different. One was erected as a church bell tower, while the other honored one founding father.\There we compared two different towers. That's five text structures in a 16th of an hour! In the text I found the description, I found the order, cause and effect. We can compare and compare all day, all day.
There is a problem and solution, I bet. (2x),standard:[{id:3902,symbol:CCSS. ELA-LITERACY. RI.6.5,description:Analyze how a particular sentence, paragraph, chapter, or section fits the overall structure of a text and contributes to the development of ideas.},{id:3903,symbol:CCSS. ELA-LITERACY. RI.7.5,description:Analysis of the structure the author uses
to organize a text, including how key sections contribute to the whole and for the development of ideas.},{id:3904,symbol:CCSS. Word. RI.8.5,description:A detailed analysis of the structure of a particular paragraph in a includes the role of specific sentences in developing and refining an important concept.},{id:3549,symbol:CCSS. ELA-LITERACY.
RI.3.3,description:Describe the relationship between a variety of historical events, scientific ideas or concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text, using language related to time, order and cause/effect.},{id:3550,symbol:CCSS. ELA-LITERACY. RI.3.8,description:Describes the logical connection between specific sentences and paragraphs in a text
(e.g., comparison, cause/effect, first/second/third in a string).},{id:3681,symbol:CCSS. ELA-LITERACY. RI.4.3,description:Explain the facts, procedures, ideas, or concepts in historical, scientific, or technical text, including what happened and why, based on the specific information in the text.},{id:3551,symbol:CCSS. ELA-LITERACY.
RI.4.5,description:Describe the overall structure (e.g., time order, comparison, cause/effect, problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or information in text or part of text.},{id:3552,symbol:CCSS. ELA-LITERACY. RI.5.3,description:Explain the relationships or interactions between two or more individuals, events, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific,
or technical text based on specific information in the text.},{id:3553,symbol:CCSS. ELA-LITERACY. RI.5.5,description:Compare and compare the overall structure (e.g., age, comparison, cause/effect, problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or information in two or more texts.}],lesson:[{title:Text structure,page_name:text structure,introduction_html:One
of the most important choices the author makes is how to organize information. In this lesson, students will use Flocabulary videos to delve into nonfiction and information and learn about these common text structures: description, order, cause and effect, comparison and contrast, and problems and solutions. They will work in groups to test one of those text
structures closely and then present it to the class. When and why can the author choose it? From what signal does it help the reader know when this structure is used?}],figure: 1d/ELA_text-structure_thumbnail.jpg.min_grade:{id:4,value:3,name:3},max_grade:{id:9,value:8,name:8},navigation_path:{topic:{name:Reading &amp; Writing,page_name:reading-
writing},subject:{name:Language Cambridge],Lyrics:[Aaron Nemo],Beat:[BogoBeats],Audio Engineering:[Amar Ibrahim],Audio Production:[Tierney Oberhammer],Video Direction:[Drew Roberts],Video Animation:[Drew Roberts]},transcoded_video_set:[{id:7134,bitrate:720,media: ,{id:7133,bitrate:480,media: ,{id:7132,bitrate:360,media: ,
{id:7131,bitrate:240,media: ],pause_play_set:[{id:1736,content:What clues help you figure out that this passage uses a description text structure?,timestamp:56.2},{id:1737,content:Name a topic that an author might choose to write about using a sequence text structure.,timestamp:82.233},{id:1738,content:What are the causes mentioned in this passage?
What are the effects?,times stamp:97.8},{id:1739,content:What clues help you find out that this paragraph uses problematic text structure and solution?,times stamp:154.7},{id:1740,content:What words from this paragraph show the author comparing the Leaning Tower and the Washington Monument? Which word does the author be contrasting them?,times
stamp:190.867}},activities_dict:{rapbox:4510,video:4511,quickreview:4512,interactivelyrics:45124513,fillintheblank:4514,quiz:4515,readand feedback:5409,definitioncardsactivity:7566,vocabgame:16417},activities:[{id:4510,slug:lyric-lab/,name:Lyric Lab,type:rapbox,definitions:null,custom_name_for_instructions:null},{id:45 custom_name_for_instructions 11
5:null},{id:4512,slug:quick-review/,name:Quick Review,type:quickreview,definitions:null,custom_name_for_instructions:null},{id:4513,slug:lyric-notes/, ,definition:null,custom_name_for_instructions:null},{id:4514,slug:fill-in-the-blanks/,name:Fill In The Blanks,type:fillintheblank,definitions:null,custom_name_for_instructions:null},{id:4515,slug:quiz/,name
definition:null,custom_name_for_instructions :null},{id:5409,slug:read-and-respond/,name:Read &amp; Respond,type:readandrespond,definitions:null,custom_name_for_instructions:null},{id:7566,slug:vocab-cards/,name:Vocab Cards,type:definitioncardsactivity,definitions:[{definition_id:5110,term_display:cause and and contrast,term_id:4219,position:0},
{definition_id:5107,term_display:description,term_id:3307,position:0},{definition_id:5114,term_display:informational text,term_id:4220,position:50 },{definition_id:588,term_display:nonfiction,term_id:535,position:0},{definition_id:5112,term_display:problem and solution,term_id:4218,position:0},{definition_id:5108,term_display definition_id
<5>:sequence,term_id:340,position:0},{definition_id:5106,term_display:text structure,term_id:4216,position:0}],custom_name_for_instructions:null},{id:16417,slug:vocab-game:Voc infobox_image_credits:question_credits custom_name_for_instructions:[],key_terms:[{definitions:[{id:6665,definition_id:definition_id:5110,example:Text explaining why war
occurred and the war resulted. It has a structure _cause and effect_,text:a text structure in which an author explains the cause, things that make other things happen, and effects, what happens is the result of the cause.,parts_of_speech:[non non noa],level:2.is_proper:null,display_variant:null term_display,used_in_units:[], the additional_text
image_credit:null,not_safe_for_drawing image_comment:false,not_safe_for_image_question:false,position:0.term_id:4217}],id:5869,headword:cause,term_id:4217,display:cause and effect,active:true},{definitions:[{id:6671,definition_id:459,example:Aviva's long curly hair is a physical _characteristic_ that sets her different from her friends. ,a distinguishing
quality or feature that someone or something has.,parts_of_speech:[noun],level:3,is_proper:null,display_variant:null,used_in_units:[{label:b'What is a Region?': b'\Certain Things in Common\',id:2100},{label:b'Inherited &amp; Acquired Traits': b'',id:2645}],synonyms:attribute, image_comment:null,image_credit:source_name:Group of kids,source_link:
CB106492_99266966).jpg,license:{name:Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 Generic,link: id:2 term_display:characteristic,additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question:false,position:term_id:418}],id:5874,headword:characteristic,term_id:418,display:characteristic,active:true},{definitions:[{id:6668 ,definition_id:5113 example:Essays use
_compare and contrast_ to discuss the similarities and differences between doughnuts and apples.,text:a text structure in which an author explains how similar topics and and contrast,source_link: license:{name:Pixabay License,link: id:28},term_display:compare and
contrast,additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question.:false,position:0.term_id:4219}],id:5871,headword:compare and contrast,term_id:4219,display:compare and contrast,active:true},{definitions:[{id:6661,definition_id:5107,example:The \All About Birds\ has a _description_structure; it has provided a lot of details about the
different types of birds.,text:a text structure in which an author talks about a topic and its characteristics with details and antholycies.,parts_of_speech :[danh từ],cấp:2,is_proper:null,display_variant:null,used_in_units:[],từ đồng nghĩa:null,antonyms:null
image:,image_comment:none,image_credit:null,term_display:description,additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question:false,position:0,term_id:3307}],id:5867,headword:description,term_id:3307,display:description,active:true},{definitions:[{id:6670,definition_id:5114,example:My East Asian history textbook is a example of an
_informational text_.. ,text:a type of nonfiction that teaches the reader about a topic related to the natural world or society.,parts_of_speech:[danh từ],level:2,is_proper:null,display_variant:null,used_in_units:[],từ đồng nghĩa:null,antonyms:null,image: image_comment:null,image_credit:null,term_display:informational
text,additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false not_safe_for_image_question:false,position:0,term_id:4220}],id:5873,headword:informational text,term_id:4220,id:5873,headword:informational text,term_id:4220 display:informational text,active:true},{definitions:[{id:6669,definition_id:588,example:I read some _nonfiction_ about birds. I learned a lot of truth
from it!,text:write event descriptions and actual events; not fiction.,parts_of_speech:[nodular],level:3.is_proper:null,display_variant:null,used_in_units:[{label:b'Fiction vs. Nonfiction:b'\Believe It or Not\,id:901},{label:b'Text Features': b'How to Navigate Nonfiction',id:2115},{label:b'Ode to Librarians': b'A Song for Library Media Specialists',id:1191},
{label:b'Biography': b'',id:2572},{label:b'Predictions': b'',id :27 Image: image_comment:null,image_credit source_name:Nonfiction,source_link: license:{name:Pixabay article on the issue of lack of clean water in developing countries and how best we can help. It is organized in a structure _problem and solution_.,text:a text structure in which an author explains
used_in_units a problem and how it has been solved.,parts_of_speech:[non noa],level:2,is_proper:null,display_variant:null,[],the word meaning:null,antonyms:null,image:,image_comment :none,image_credit:null,term_display:problem and
solution,additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question:false,position:0.term_id:4218}],id:5870,headword:problem and solution,term_id:4218,display:problem and solution.,active:true},{definitions:[{id:6663,definition_id:5108,example:Reporter wrote an article about the history of the town , so it's reasonable to use the
_sequence_structure. She begins in the past, then moves forward.,text:a text structure in which the authors talk about events in the order they happened. It is also called \time order\ or \age.\,parts_of_speech:[nonness],level:2,is_proper:null,display_variant:null,used_in_units:[],the meaning word:null,antonyms:null,image:,image_comment.
:null,image_credit:null,term_display:sequence,additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question:false,position:0.term_id:340}],id:5868,headword:sequence,term_id:340 display:sequence,active:true},{definitions:[{id:6660,definition_id:5106,example:The author uses each _text structure_ for a different purpose. Different types of text
require different ways of organizing.,text:how the author organizes information in a text.,parts_of_speech:[non nodular],level:2,is_proper:null,display_variant:null,used_in_units:[{label:b'Problem &amp; Solution': b'\It\\'s a Text Structure!\,id:2445}],from the meaning:null,antonyms:null image_comment Image_credit:null,term_display:text
structure,additional_text:not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question:false,position:0.term_id:4216}},id:5866,headword:text structure,term_id:4216,display:text structure,active:true}],term_id:4216,display:text structure,active:true}],inactive_key_terms term_id &lt;1&gt; &lt;1&gt; :[{definition:[{id:6673,definition_id:1125,example:In the sentence \Fox
jumps over lazy\ the word \lazy\ is an _adjective_ because it describes the nod to \dog.\ text:a word describing a specific quality of a nod. \Fast,\ \sweet,\ \thirsty\ and \many\ are examples.,parts_of_speech:[nonation],level:2 ,is_proper:null,display_variant:null,used_in_units:[{label:b'Characters': b'I Have Traits',id:2119},{label:b'Ao favorite\,id:560},
{label:b'Comma': b'\Comma Camp\,id:553},{label:b'Parts of Speech': b'\Run through parts of speech b'\Talk about the word\,id:559},{label:b'Opinion Writing': b'',id:2687},{label:b'Comparative &amp; Superlative Adjectives': b'',id:2646},{label:b'Misplaced Modifiers': b'',id:2902}],the onyh:null,antonyms:null,image: term_id
image_comment:null,image_credit:null,term_display:additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question:false,position:0.term_id:1002}],id:5876,headword:term_id:1002,display:egs,active:false},{definitions:[{id:6674,definition_id:956,example:Janine was asked to _compare_ twin girls, so she began to explain all the things they have
in common.,text:to explain how something similar to something else. ,parts_of_speech:[phrase],level:2,is_proper:null,display_variant :null,used_in_units:[{label:b'Compare and Contrast': b'Similarities, Differences &amp; Venn diagram',id:2093},{label:b'Test-Taking Vocabulary': b'On Trial',id:571}],the meaning word:null,antonyms:null,image:
null,image_credit:null,term_display:compare,additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question false,position:0.term_id:852}],id:5877,headword:compare,term_id:852,display:compare,active:false}],old_key_terms:[Cause and effect,Special point,Compare and contrast,Description,Informational\u00a0text,Nonfiction,Problem and
solution,Sequence,Text structure],active_unittermdefinitions:[{id:6665,definition_id:5110 The text explains the reasons that the war occurred and the fighting that resulted. It has a structure _cause and effect_,text:a text structure in which an author explains the cause, things that make other things happen, and effects, what happens is the result of the
cause.,parts_of_speech:[nodo],level:2.is_proper:null,display_variant:null,used_in_units:[],the meaning:null,antonyms:null,image:,image_comment:null,image_credit:null,term_display:cause and additional_text,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question:false,position:term_id:4217},{id:6671,definition_id:459,example:Aviva's long, curly curly hair
is a physical _characteristic_ that sets her different from her friends. ,text:a distinguishing quality or feature that someone parts_of_speech something has. :[nodular],level:3 is_proper:null,display_variant:null,used_in_units:{label:b'What is a Region?': b'\Certain Things in Common\,id:2100},{label:b'Inherited &amp; Acquired Traits': b'',id:2645}],property
meaning features,antonyms:null,image:,image_comment:null,image_credit:{source_name:Group 2.0 Generic,link: id:9},term_display:characteristic,additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question:false ,position:0.term_id:418},{id:6668,definition_id:5113,example:The essay uses _compare and contrast_ to discuss the similarities
and differences between doughnuts and apple.,text:a text structure in which the author explains the same and different topics.,parts_of_speech:[non nonness],level:2 ,is_proper:null,display_variant:null,used_in_units:[],idioms:null,antonyms:null,image: image_comment:null,image_credit:: {source_name :Compare and contrast,source_link: license:
{name:Pixabay License,link: id:28}} term_display <0>:compare and contrast,additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question:false,position:0.term_id:4219},{id:6661,definition_id:5107,example:The \All About Birds\ has a structure of _description_; it has provided a lot of details about different types of birds.,text:a text structure in
which an author talks about a topic and its characteristics with details and antholycies.,parts_of_speech:[nod words],level:2,is_proper:null,display_variant:null,used_in_units:[],the isy word :null,antonyms:null,image_comment:none,image_credit:null,term_display:description,additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question:false
,position:0.term_id:3307},{id:6670,definition_id:5114,example:My East Asian history textbook is an example of an _informational text_. text:a type of nonfiction that teaches the reader about display_variant a topic related to the natural world or society.,used_in_units parts_of_speech is_proper image:
.jpg.image_comment:null,image_credit:null,term_display:informational text,additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question :false,position:0.term_id:4220},{id:6669.definition_id:588,example:I read some _fi young I learned a lot of truth from it!,text:write event descriptions and actual facts; not fiction.,parts_of_speech:
[nodular],level:3.is_proper:null,display_variant:null,used_in_units:[{label:b'Fiction vs. Nonfiction': b'\Believe It or Not\,id:901},{label:b'Text Features': b'How to Navigate Nonfiction',id:2115},{label:b'Ode to Librarians': b'A Song for Library Media Specialists',id:1191},{label:b'Biography': b'',id:2572},{label:b'Predictions': License,link:
id:28},term_display:nonfiction,additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question:false,position.: This definition_id term_id article is about the lack of clean water in developing countries and how best we can help. It is organized according to the structure of _problem and solution_.,text:a text structure in which the author explains a
problem and how it is solved.,parts_of_speech:[non noa],level:2,is_proper:null,display_variant:null,used_in_units:[],the meaning word:antonyms:null,image,image_comment image_credit :null,image_comment image_credit term_display:problem and
solution,additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question:false,position:term_id:4218},{id:6663,definition_id:5108,example:The reporter was writing an article about the history of the town, so it made sense to use a __ then move forward.,text :a text structure in which the authors talk about events in the order in which they
happened. It is also called \time order\ or \age.\,parts_of_speech:[nodness],level:2,is_proper:null,display_variant:null,used_in_units:[],the onym:null,antonyms:null,image:,image_comment:null,null,image_credit <0>:null,term_display:sequence,additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question:false,position:term_id:340},
{id:6660,definition_id:5106,example:The author uses each _text structure_ for a different purpose. Different types of text require different ways of organizing.,text:how the author organizes information in a text.,parts_of_speech:[nodular],level:2,is_proper:null,display_variant:null,used_in_units:[[{label:b'Problem &amp; Solution': b'\It\\'s a Text
Structure!\,id:2445}],meaning words:null,antonyms:null,image:,image_comment:none ,image_comment image_credit:null,term_display:text structure,additional_text:null,not_safe_for_drawing:false,not_safe_for_image_question:false,position:0.term_id:4216}],is_wordup:false,is_mature <4>:seo_document Text Structure - Compare and Contrast -
Order,primary_definitions:[{id:5106.additional_text:null,eg The author uses each _text structure_ for a different purpose. Different types of text require different types of organization.,level:2,parts_of_speech:[non nononia],text:the way an author organizs information in a text.,units:[Text Structure, Problem &amp;
Solution],is_proper:null,display_variant:null,synonyms:null,antonyms:null,image:,image_comment:none,image_credit:null,term_display:text structure,term_id:4216,not_safe_for_drawing:false},{id:5107,additional_text:null,example:The \All About Birds\ article had a _description_ structure; gave a lot of details about different types of
birds.,level:2,parts_of_speech:[nodness],text:a text structure in which the author talks about a topic and its characteristics with details and admons.,units:[Text structure],is_proper:null,display_variant:null,the word meaning:null,antonyms:null,image:,image_comment:none,image_credit:null,term_display:description,term_id:3307,not_safe_for_drawing:false},
{id:5108,additional_text:null,example:Reporter wrote an article about the town's history, so it's reasonable to use the _sequence_structure. She begins in the past, then moves forward.,level:2,parts_of_speech:[nodular],text:a text structure in which the author talks about events in the order they happened. It is also called \time order\ or \age.\,unit:[Text
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